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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. STREETS OF TOKYO JAPAN NIGHT TIME

JAPANESE POP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the busy streets of

Tokyo Japan, cars are driving through the intersection. The

LIGHTS CHANGE and dozens of people walk across the street.

JAPANESE POLICE OFFICERS are eating sushi, while kids GIGGLE

and run pass them.

A Japanese MAN and WOMAN walk up to the movie theater. They

look up to a giant poster of a monster movie. They both

smile and they look at each other and walk into the theater.

CUT TO

INT. TOKYO’S MOVIE THEATER.

The Couple walk down to the front row of the theater, and

sit down in their seats.

The lights in the theater DIM and the movie PROJECTS onto

the screen.

A Giant Monster APPEARS on the screen. The Giant monster

ROARS and STOMPS onto the ground. The Giant Monster FIRES

FLAMES out of it’s mouth and spread through out the city.

All of the audience GASP in the theater. Suddenly a GIANT

LIZARD BREAKS through the screen and ROARS at the audience.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1

Wow this 3-D movie is awesome.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

I know it feels so real.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 3

Wait a minute this movie isn’t in

3-D.

The Giant Lizard ROARS at the audience. The Audience SCREAM

in horror and run out of their seats. The Giant Lizard

BREATHES FIRE out of it’s mouth.

CUT TO



2.

EXT. STREETS OF TOKYO JAPAN MOVIE THEATER

HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The People run out

of the theater in horror. The police officers look confuse

as the people run out of the theater.

POLICE OFFICER 1

Why is everyone running out of the

theater, it’s just a movie?

Suddenly the Giant Lizard CRASHES through the movie theater,

destroying the theater in the process. The Giant Lizard

ROARS and STOMPS onto the ground.

The Police officers look confuse and look at their sushi.

POLICE OFFICER 1

What was in this sushi?

The Giant Lizard BREATHS FIRE out of it’s mouth right into

the night sky.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE LIVING ROOM DAYTIME

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at

Harvey’s house, Harvey is watching the hockey game on the

TV.

Darla comes into the living room with the vacuum on, SUCKING

up all of the dirt from the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Mom I’m trying to watch the game.

DARLA STONE

Sorry honey, but I’m having people

coming here tonight and I need to

have this place spotless. Now

please help your sister clean up

the kitchen.

HARVEY STONE

Whatever you say mom.

Harvey gets up off of the couch and walks into the kitchen.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE KITCHEN

Harvey walks into the kitchen where Carla is cleaning the

floor.

CARLA STONE

Hey watch it I’m cleaning the

floors.

HARVEY STONE

Sorry, mom wants me to help you.

CARLA STONE

Well I am almost done in here, so I

don’t need any help.

DARLA STONE (O.S)

Carla could you get me the window

spray off from the top of the

refrigerator.

Carla has a surprise and scared look on her face.

CARLA STONE

On top...of the refrigerator?

HARVEY STONE

Yeah just get onto the step stole

and grab it.

CARLA STONE

Well...OK

Carla stands up onto the step stole and slowly reaches for

the window cleaner. SCARY FEAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Carla starts to SWEAT and her body starts to

SHAKE. Carla then looks down to her feet.

CARLA’S P.O.V

Carla looks at the floor while standing on the stole. Her

vision starts to BLUR.

RETURN TO SCENE

Carla then FAINTS and falls off of the stole. Harvey catches

his sister before she hits the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

OK I think my sister needs help.

FADE TO

INT. SWEET SMOOTHIES RESTAURANT LATER

Later at Sweet Smoothies Harvey, Darcy and James are sitting

in a booth having some smoothies.

HARVEY STONE

And I have to get the window

cleaner off of the refrigerator

myself.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Your sister is 15 years old and she

is still afraid of heights?

DARCY DILLIANS

Isn’t that a little bit silly?

HARVEY STONE

That what I said. So I told her

that I will help her to face her

fear of heights.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

How are you going to do that?

HARVEY STONE

I could start with something small,

like climbing onto a latter.

DARCY DILLIANS

I think that will make it worse for

her. Face it your sister is afraid

of all kinds of heights.

Suddenly Harvey’s phone VIBRATES. He takes it out from his

pocket and looks at it.

HARVEY STONE

Its the G.M.F, its mission time.

FADE TO
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INT. G.M.F MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE

Later in Master Mountie’s office, Master Mountie is sitting

at his desk with Harvey, Darcy and James sitting across from

him, and Jolyne standing next to Master Mountie.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Junior Mounties, we are sending you

to Tokyo Japan for an

investigation.

Master Mountie presses a button on his keyboard, turning his

computer screen on. On his computer screen shows a clip from

Japan, where a Giant monster is attacking the streets of

Japan. People run away from the giant monster.

DARCY DILLIANS

You brought us here to go to Japan

for a monster movie marathon?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t like monster movies, if I

watch them I believe that they are

real.

MASTER MOUNTIE

This isn’t a clip from a monster

movie, this happened in real life.

A monster breaks through the Tokyo

movie theater and then starts to

rampage through the city. Your

assignment is to investigate the

monster attack and stop whoever is

behind all of this. And Jolyne will

be shapiro on this assignment.

HARVEY STONE

Master Mountie, is it OK with you,

could I bring my sister along, I am

helping her trying to get over her

fear of heights.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Very well, you can, but please

don’t let this interfere with your

investigation.

HARVEY STONE

Thank you eh.

FADE TO
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EXT. STREETS OF TOKYO JAPAN DAYTIME

JAPANESE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the streets

of Tokyo, Jolyne,Darcy and Carla are wearing traditional

Japanese kimono dresses and Harvey has his Mountie hat on.

James smiles and uses his phone to take a picture of the

streets of Tokyo, causing his phone to CLICK.

CARLA STONE

(smiles)

This is so amazing, being her in

Japan with my brother and his G.M.F

friends. Where do we start first?

HARVEY STONE

How about we can check out the

ramen shops.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Do I have to remind you Mounties

that we have an assignment to do.

HARVEY STONE

Yes, but I have something to do

with Carla first, I’m helping her

face her fear of heights eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

OK eh, we will go to the theater to

investigate, catch up with us when

you are done.

Darcy, James and Jolyne walk away from Harvey and Carla down

the street to the movie theater.

CARLA STONE

To be honest Harvey, I don’t know

if you can help me with my fear of

heights.

HARVEY STONE

Of course I can, now let’s start

with something low.

CUT TO

EXT. TOP OF TOKYO TOWER DAYTIME SUNNY

AMAZING JAPANESE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey

and Carla are at the top of Tokyo Tower. Harvey smiles while

wind BLOWS in his face looking at the amazing view of Tokyo.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Just breath it in Carla. This is

such an amazing view eh?

CARLA STONE

(dizzy)

I don’t know about this Harvey, I

feel dizzy from the view.

Carla feels dizzy and then collapse onto the floor of the

top of Tokyo Tower.

HARVEY STONE

Oh Man.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF TOKYO JAPAN MOVIE THEATER DAYTIME

Meanwhile Darcy, James and Jolyne walk up to the destroyed

movie theater, with Police tap covering the entrance. Some

of the Japanese Police Officers walk up to them.

Darcy and James take out their G.M.F badges out from their

pockets and show them to the Japanese Police officers.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Hello, we are from the Global

Mountie Force. We are here to

investigate what happened here.

Some of the Japanese Police Officers have confuse looks on

their faces.

JAPANESE POLICE OFFICER 1

Are you sure you are Mounties.

Where are your hats?

DARCY DILLIANS

We will get them later, but right

now we need to check out what

happened here.

James, Darcy and Jolyne walk under the police tape and walk

into the movie theater.

CUT TO
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INT. TOKYO’S MOVIE THEATER.

James, DArcy and Jolyne walk into the movie theater, where

there is a lot of debris on the floor, and a giant hole in

the wall where the screen used to be.

DARCY DILLIANS

Wow, some people like their 3-D

movies.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t think that a 3-D movie did

this. I think something big did

this.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

I know, look at those giant

footprints.

Darcy, James and Jolyne walk over to the giant footprints on

the floor.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Whoever or what did this, has an

obsession with giant monster

movies.

Suddenly a GIANT SHADOW cast over them. Darcy, James and

Jolyne have confuse looks on their faces wondering what’s

going on.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey, has it gone darker today eh?

James looks up and has a scared look on his face.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(scared)

I don’t think that’s the clouds.

Darcy and Jolyne look up into the sky and have scared looks

on their faces too.

A GIANT GORILLA is staring down on them with it’s GLOWING

RED EYES.

DARCY DILLIANS

I know Japan is the captial of

giant monster movies, but this is

just plan ridiclous.

CUT TO
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EXT. TOYKO TOWER FRONT ENTRANCE STREETS OF TOKYO

Harvey and Carla walk out of Tokyo Tower and walk up to the

curve of the sidewalk.

HARVEY STONE

Well that was a waste of time. How

about we can do something else to

help you face your fear of heights.

CARLA STONE

Like what?

HARVEY STONE

How about going on a roller

coaster, would you like that?

CARLA STONE

I’m going to faint on that too.

HARVEY STONE

How about a ferris wheel?

CARLA STONE

As if, I am not going to go on a

ferris wheel they are way too high

up.

HARVEY STONE

Well I don’t think your fear of

heights problem will go away

anytime soon.

CARLA STONE

No way, you’re going to help me

face my fear of heights, if you

like it or not.

HARVEY STONE

If you want to get rid of this

fear, tell me what made you afraid

of heights in the first place.

CARLA STONE

You weren’t there when it happened.

DISSOLVE TO
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INT. GROCERY STORE 10 YEARS AGO (FLASHBACK)

In a flashback in a grocery store 5 year old Carla and Darla

are walking down the isle, with 5 year old Carla in the cart

while Darla is pushing it.

Darla stops pushing the cart and walks up to the shelf on

the right side of the isle.

CARLA STONE (V.O)

It happened when I was 5 years old.

Mom and I were at the grocery

store.

5 year old Carla looks up at the top of the shelf, where

there is a unicorn on a cereal box.

CARLA STONE (V.O)

Mom has my eyes off me, when I saw

a cereal box with a unicorn on the

front of it.

5 year old Carla gets out of the seat of the cart and climbs

up on the shelf to the top shelf.

CARLA STONE (V.O

So I get out of the cart and climb

the shelves to the top cereal box.

5 year old reaches the top of the shelf and grabs the cereal

box. 5 year old Carla turns around and sees how high she is

up.

5 YEAR OLD CARLA’S P.O.V

5 year old Carla looks at the floor above from her.

CARLA STONE (V.O

Soon, I saw how high I was and

soon...

RETURN TO SCENE

CARLA STONE (V.O)

....I fainted and fall from the

shelf.

5 year old Carla faints and falls from the top shelf.Darla

catches her and smiles with relief.

RETURN TO SCENE

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

And since then I was afraid of

heights from then on.

HARVEY STONE

But you weren’t afraid of heights

when dad was carrying you.

CARLA STONE

Maybe I am afraid of heights is

because I miss dad.

HARVEY STONE

Hey I miss dad too, but I always

know that dad is still with us, in

our hearts. And when I always go on

these assignments I always have dad

with me in spirit, and if you want

to face your fear, you have to know

that dad will always be with

you...in your heart.

Carla smiles at Harvey.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON (O.S)

Harvey!!!

Harvey and Carla sees James, Darcy and Jolyne running over

to them with scared looks on their faces.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Harvey!!! There is a giant gorilla

coming after us.

HARVEY STONE

Come on, you watched that movie,

it’s just CGI.

DARCY DILLIANS

(scared)

No I think he is talking about an

actual giant gorilla.

HARVEY STONE

You believe him too eh?

Carla looks in the distance and has a shocked and scared

look on her face.

CARLA STONE

(scared)

Um, I think, I think they are tell

the truth.

(CONTINUED)
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THRILLING HORROR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Harvey

looks in the distance and sees a Giant Gorilla coming right

towards them.

HARVEY STONE

(surprise)

OK I believe you. I will deal with

this.

Harvey FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his hands onto the ground,

covering the ground in ice. The Giant Gorilla ROARS and then

slips on the ice, and makes him SLIDE down the street. The

Giant Gorilla slides on the icy street and CRASHES into a

building.

HARVEY STONE

Well that takes care of that.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

What about the other monsters?

HARVEY STONE

Other monsters, what other

monsters?

Jolyne points her finger into the other direction. Suddenly

a GIANT ELECTRIC EEL MONSTER, a GIANT CRAB MONSTER, a GIANT

RABBIT MONSTER, a GIANT LIZARD MONSTER and a GIANT SCORPION

appear out from behind the buildings.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 2

FADE IN

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The giant monsters

come marching through the streets of Tokyo. The people of

Tokyo run and SCREAM for their lives.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(Scared)

OK I am freaking out here!!! I am

seeing actual monsters here in

Tokyo!!!

James faints and collapse on the ground.

DARCY DILLIANS

Ok we are in trouble here.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

You guys get off the street I will

take care of these monsters.

Carla, Darcy, James and Jolyne run off of the streets to

somewhere safe. Harvey SLAPS his hands on the ground, and

CREATES a GIANT ICY ROBOT.

CUT TO

INT. HARVEY’S GIANT ICY ROBOT COCKPIT

Harvey APPEARS in his Giant icy robot cockpit and uses his

ICE POWERS to CREATES ICE WIRES to appear on his arms and

legs.

HARVEY STONE

Time to put these monsters on

ice...And put a shock to them.

Harvey goes into his fighting stances.

RETURN TO SCENE

The Giant Icy Robot Harvey is controlling goes into it’s

fighting stances. The Giant monsters charge at the Giant

Icy Robot that Harvey is controlling.

The Giant Icy Robot Harvey is controlling throws a punch at

1 of the incoming giant monsters, hitting it in the face. He

then throws a front snap kick at the other monster, hitting

it in the chest.

Suddenly the Giant Gorilla comes charging at Harvey’s Giant

Icy Robot. Harvey’s Giant Icy Robot gets tackles by the

Giant Gorilla and falls to the ground.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out from the Giant Icy Robot’s

Cockpit and ELECTROCUTES the giant gorilla. The Giant

gorilla ROARS in pain, and the Giant Icy Robot that Harvey

is controlling kicks the giant gorilla off of it. Suddenly

the giant crab uses it’s giant claws to BREAK off of 1

Harvey’s Giant Icy Robot’s arms.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

(Giant Icy Robot)

Oh no not good.

CUT TO
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INT. HARVEY’S GIANT ICY ROBOT COCKPIT

ICY FOG APPEARS out of Harvey’s left hand and points it at

the giant icy robot’s left arm.

RETURN TO SCENE

ICY FOG APPEARS on the icy robot’s left arm, and FLOATS up

onto the Giant Icy Robot making it reattach to the robot’s

body.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

Now to crush this crustacean.

The Giant Icy Robot throws a punch at the giant crab hitting

it and causing him to fall to the ground. It then kicks the

giant crab into the sky and SPLASHES into the ocean.

The Giant Electric Eel FIRES ELECTRICITY out of it’ tail

right at the Giant Icy Robot. Harvey leaps out of the Giant

Icy Robot’s head and slides down on it’s right arm.

Harvey raises his right hand and ABSORB the giant electric

eel’s electricity. Harvey smiles at the giant electric eel

and throws an uppercut punch at it in the face, making it

CRASH onto the ground.

Suddenly the Giant Rabbit Monster leaps over the buildings,

and kicks Harvey’s Giant Icy Robot. Harvey’s Giant Icy Robot

falls backwards and CRASHES onto the ground, causing it to

SHATTER into pieces.

Harvey gets up off of the ground. Harvey points his hands

down at the broken pieces of giant ice and ICY FOG comes out

from his hands. The Giant pieces of ice FLOAT in the air and

Harvey SHOOTS SPARKS out of his other hand, making ELECTRIC

BOLTS to surround the giant pieces of ice.

Harvey launches the giant pieces of ice at the giant rabbit

monster hitting it and making the giant pieces of ice

EXPLODE on impact. The Giant Rabbit Monster ROARS in pain

and stomps down onto Harvey.

Harvey dodges the attack and rolls over to the sidewalk.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Dude, what’s wrong with you eh? Are

you trying to hurt him?

HARVEY STONE

He’s a monster rabbit, I have to

hurt it, what else can I do?

(CONTINUED)
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The giant rabbit monster raises it’s foot into the air and

stomps down onto Harvey. Harvey dodges the attack and rolls

over next to Darcy, James, Carla and Jolyne.

DARCY DILLIANS

(freaks out)

I don’t know make a giant ice

carrot?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

That could work.

The Giant Rabbit Monster ROARS and stomps down onto Harvey.

Harvey dodges the attack, and then uses his ICE and

ELECTRICITY POWERS to create a giant ice carrot.

The giant rabbit monster SNIFFS the giant ice carrot and

takes a bite out of it. The Electricity in the ice carrot

SHOCKS the giant rabbit, and the giant rabbit collapse onto

the ground.

Harvey smiles with relief. Suddenly the giant scorpion

monster grabs his in his claws and raise Harvey in the air.

Harvey BREATHES ICE BREATH out of his mouth.

HARVEY STONE

All that leaves us is the...

The Giant Lizard GROWS wings out from its back. Harvey and

friends are surprise in horror. The Giant Lizard FLAPS its

wings and FLIES through the air and away from the city.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Where do you think the giant lizard

is going?

DARCY DILLIANS

All I want to know is who is behind

all of this?

YUYA LEEKYE (V.O)

It was my fault.

Harvey and friends turn around and YUYA LEE 30 years old

Japanese, handsome, smart, kind, trustful, has brown eyes

and black hair, is behind.

CARLA STONE

And another question is... Who are

you?

JAPANESE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

(CONTINUED)
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YUYA LEEKYE

My name is Yuya Lee.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It’s nice to meet you Yuya. If you

are behind all of this, do you know

how to stop it?

YUYA LEEKYE

No...I don’t. I did this because of

my boss.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Why? What happened?

YUYA LEEKYE

I was late on my due date to

complete the special effects for a

monster movie, then my computer

crash, and I have nothing else to

do about it to get it fixed. So I

use a special energy drink called

Tsukeru enaji drink.

HARVEY STONE

Hey that’s Power Up Energy drink in

Japanese. You drank that?

YUYA LEEKYE

Yes I did. Soon I gained the

ability to shoot a beam out of my

fingers that make things grow

bigger, but when it comes to

animals, they grow and transform

into giant out control monsters.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

If you are behind all of this, do

you know how to stop this?

YUYA LEEKYE

No I don’t...My powers can only

make things grow bigger and bigger.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

How about we can use those shrink

rays we taken away from Bob Ottle.

DARCY DILLIANS

Great idea Jim.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

While you do that, me and Yuya go

after the giant lizard.

YUYA LEEKYE

The giant lizard is going to the

power planet right by the ocean

shore.

HARVEY STONE

Well in that case, we have no time

to lose.

FADE TO

EXT. JAPANESE POWER PLANT OCEAN SHORE

DANGEROUS MONSTER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

Giant lizard monster marches towards the power plant.

Harvey FLIES through the air on his icy surfboard, heading

towards the giant lizard monster. Harvey uses his ICE POWERS

to MORPH his icy surfboard into a giant icy robot and runs

right towards the giant lizard monster.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

Hey Lizard Breath!!!

Suddenly the GIant Lizard monster gets tackles down to the

ground by Harvey’s giant icy robot and SLAMS to the ground.

The Giant lizard monster ROARS and pushes Harvey’s giant icy

robot off of him.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

Time for you to chill out.

ACTION JAPANESE ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Harvey

FIRES ICE BEAMS out of his icy robot’s hands at the giant

lizard monster. The Giant lizard monster BREATHS FLAMES out

of it’s mouth at the ice beams, hitting each other causing

them to EXPLODE on impact, and RELEASING A CLOUD OF SMOKE.

Harvey’s giant icy robot runs through the smoke and throws a

punch at the giant lizard monster, hitting it in the face.

The giant lizard monster ROARS in pain from the punch, and

uses it’s jaws to bite onto Harvey’s giant icy robot’s arm,

and rips it off from it.

HARVEY STONE

So much for chilling out, what else

could happen?

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly the giant Rabbit monster, the giant scorpion

monster, the giant gorilla monster, the giant electric eel

monster and and the giant crab monster comes running over

the mountain and head right towards the power plant.

CUT TO

INT. HARVEY’S GIANT ICY ROBOT COCKPIT

Harvey sees the giant monsters coming towards them through

the window eyes of his giant icy robot cockpit. Harvey looks

worried and goes into his fighting stances.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

I sure hope my friends find that

shrink ray.

CUT TO

INT. G.M.F CONFISCATED ITEMS ROOM

THRILLING RUSH CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at

the G.M.F Darcy, James, Carla, Jolyne and Yuya are looking

through boxes of confiscated items looking for the shrink

ray.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It’s got to be here.

DARCY DILLIANS

Keep looking, it will we will find

it.

Carla OPENS a box and takes out a ray gun out from it.

YUYA LEEKYE

Is that it?

CARLA STONE

Let’s find out.

Carla points the ray gun at a box. She FIRES the ray gun at

the box hitting it and makes it SHRINK down to size. Darcy,

James, and Jolyne smile with joy.

DARCY DILLIANS

Carla you found it.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Now let’s go help Harvey before

it’s too late.
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CUT TO

EXT. JAPANESE POWER PLANT OCEAN SHORE

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Back at the

Japanese Power Plant, Harvey’s giant icy robot gets tackled

by the giant gorilla monster.

The Giant Scorpion monster jabs it’s tail down onto Harvey’s

giant icy robot’s head. Harvey FIRES BOLTS of LIGHTNING out

of his hands at the giant scorpion and SHOCKS it.

Harvey’s giant icy robot kicks the giant gorilla monster off

of him and SLAMS into the mountain. The Giant Rabbit leaps

into the air and throws a downward kick at Harvey’s giant

icy robot.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his hands right out of the

robot’s head’s eyes at the giant rabbit monster, hitting it

and SHOCKS it.

Harvey’s giant icy robot throws a kick at the giant crab

hitting it and launches it into the air SLAMS onto the

ground.

The Giant Scorpion monster leaps onto Harvey’s giant icy

robot and jabs it’s tail into it’s chest. Harvey’s giant icy

robot takes the giant scorpion off of it and throws it onto

the ground.

The Giant lizard swings his tail at Harvey’s giant icy

robot, but Harvey’s giant icy robot catches the tail and

throws it into the air.

The Giant Lizard monster FLAPS it’s swings and FLAPS into

the air. The Giant lizard monster dives down towards

Harvey’s giant icy robot and BREATHS FLAMES at Harvey’s

giant robot.

Suddenly the giant electric eel monster wraps itself onto

Harvey’s giant icy robot and SQUEEZES it, causing it to

CRACK.

CUT TO

INT. HARVEY’S GIANT ICY ROBOT COCKPIT

Inside of Harvey’s giant icy robot the cockpit starts to

CRACK and ice falls from the ceiling.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

I got to get out here.

ELECTRICITY APPEARS on Harvey’s feet and he ROCKETS out of

the giant icy robot’s cockpit.

RETURN TO SCENE

Harvey BREAKS out of the icy robot’s head and uses his ICE

POWERS to CREATE an icy snowboard and FLOATS on it.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS at the giant monsters, hitting

them and ELECTROCUTING them. The Giant monsters ROAR in pain

from the impacts of the lightning bolts.

HARVEY STONE

Time to put all of you on ice.

Harvey throws an ICY PUNCH down onto the ground and SPREADS

ICE on the ground. The ice FREEZES onto the giant monsters,

freezing them in solid ice.

Suddenly the giant gorilla monster grabs him and pulls him

up to it. The other giant monsters surround him.

HARVEY STONE

Oh man, I guess I’m a goner now.

Suddenly a LASER BEAM comes down from the sky and SHRINKS

down the giant rabbit back to normal size. Harvey has a

confuse look on his face wanting to know what’s going on?

HARVEY STONE

What the?

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly a G.M.F

Helicopter flies through the sky and HOVERS above the giant

monsters.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON (V.O)

(helicopter speakers)

Harvey we found the shrink ray we

can help you out to stop these

monsters.

Carla pocks herself out of the helicopter and FIRES the ray

gun at the giant scorpion SHRINKING back to normal size. She

then FIRES it at the giant crab SHRINKING it down to normal

size and then the giant gorilla SHRINKING down back into a

chimpanzee, and then the giant electricity eel SHRINKING

down to normal size. Harvey leaps down and lands onto the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly the giant lizard swings it’s tail at the helicopter

hitting it and causing it to SPIN around and goes out of

control, and knocks Carla out from it. Carla SCREAMS as she

falls from the helicopter.

HARVEY STONE

Carla!!!

Harvey FIRES his ICE POWERS and makes an ICY SPIRAL SIDE.

Carla lands onto the slide and slides down on it. Carla is

relieved and smiles.

ELECTRICITY APPEARS on Harvey’s feet and he LEAPS into the

air. His fist gets covered in ice, and Harvey throws a punch

at the giant lizard monster.

HARVEY STONE

Icy Iron Fist!!!

Harvey hits the giant lizard monster in the head and knocks

it down to the ground.

Carla slides to the ground and stands up from the icy spiral

slide. She FIRES the ray gun at the giant lizard monster and

SHRINKS down back into a iguana. Harvey hugs Carla and the

G.M.F helicopter lands onto the ground.

James, Darcy, Jolyne and Yuya come out of the helicopter and

run over to Harvey and Carla.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

You did it Harvey.

DARCY DILLIANS

Totally eh.

HARVEY STONE

And Carla...You faced your fear of

heights.

CARLA STONE

I know. I took your advise.

HARVEY STONE

That’s my little sister.

Then Master Mountie walks over to the others.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Nice work young mounties, and good

your sister too. And now onto other

business, we have to take Yuya in.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

But he said he was sorry that he

did this.

YUYA LEEKYE

Yes. It is sure.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Sorry but he made giant monster

with the help from a Power Up

energy drink. We have to turn him

in.

CARLA STONE

Wait. I think there’s another way

he can use his powers.

MASTER MOUNTIE

What do you have in mind?

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON INDOOR ROCK WALL CLIMBING THE NEXT DAY

The Next day at the Edmonton Indoor Rock Wall Climbing a

news broadcast is on the TV. On the news broadcast Yuya is

in an African Country and uses his powers on some apples.

The Apples grow bigger in size and the people CHEER for

Yuya.

FEMALE NEWS REPORTER (V.O)

Thanks to the help from Yuya

Leekye, world hunger is ending

quickly as possible.

Harvey, Darcy, James and Carla are watching the news

broadcast while wearing their helmets and climbing

harnesses.

HARVEY STONE

(to Carla)

Great idea having Yuya’s growing

powers to grow giant food to end

world hunger.

CARLA STONE

I know now Yuya is working for the

G.M.F to help us end world hunger.

And thanks to you I finally faced

my fear of heights.

(CONTINUED)
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Carla goes onto the climbing wall and climbs onto it, while

Darcy is holding onto her harness rope. Carla climbs right

to the top of the climbing wall and RINGS the bell.

Harvey, James and Darcy CLAPS for Carla, and suddenly Darcy

let goes of Carla, causing her to SCREAM and fall to the

floor, face first onto the mats.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Darcy weren’t you suppose to hold

onto the rope to help Carla down?

DARCY DILLIANS

At least she is down from the top.

CARLA STONE

Ouch.

FADE TO BLACK


